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 Crafting a Thesis Statement 
 

 A thesis statement should be exact, revealing, & provocative because it is a direct representation of your piece’s 
main point(s). 

 State not only what you are writing, but also state the reasons, justifications, and benefits of your position. 

 Above all else, a thesis statement should be all of these things because it prepares your reader to read the rest of 
your paper; it’s a promise of what to expect. 

 
Let's look at how to create and refine an effective thesis: 
 
Version1. I think there are many ways to interpret 
 global warming, but this topic is pretty important. 
 
Version 2. There are many ways to interpret  
 global warming, but it's pretty important. 
 
Version 3.  Global warming is pretty important. 
 
Version 4.  Climate change caused by global 
 warming is important.   
 
Version 5.  Climate change caused by global 
 warming is important because it effects 
 all of us. 
 
Version 6.  Climate change should be prevented  
 because global warming affects all of us. 
 
Version 7. Climate change caused by global 
 warming can be prevented by making 
 simple changes to our living habits.   
 
Version 8. Climate change caused by global 
 warming can be prevented by turning off 
 unnecessary lights. 
 
Version 9. Climate change caused by global warming 
 can be prevented by turning off unnecessary 
 lights because it cuts down on energy  
 consumption.   
 
Version 10.  Climate change caused by global warming 
 can be prevented by turning off unnecessary 
 lights, or otherwise limiting one's luxurious use of 
 electricity, because it cuts down on superfluous 
 energy consumption. 
 

Of course, the tricky thing about thesis statements is that your whole paper and thesis statement have a weird reciprocal 
relationship: the thesis determines what’s in the rest of the paper, and the rest of the paper determines what your thesis 
statement should prepare the reader for. With that in mind, here’s the million dollar piece of advice: when you sit down 
to start a project, write a thesis statement to help you find your motivation if you get stuck, then write the paper you 
want to write, check your paper against your thesis statement, and if the two don’t match, change the thesis 
statement to match your paper. 

This is far too vague and doesn’t state any 
reasons, justifications, or benefits for the 

writer’s position.  

The “many interpretationss” approach is 
true of everything, so state your 

interpretation without apology.   

How does it do this? What should we do 

about it?   

How can we prevent it?  Be specific.   

Better, but tell the readers what the 

simple changes are.   

Much better. Now try to provoke and 
inspire your readers.  Why does this 

specifically make a difference?   

These are impressive choices of 
detail to discuss.  Don’t forget to 

qualify the nuances of these claims. 

And? What about it is important? 

Why is climate change important?  
Get specific, and be exact!  What do 
you want us to do? 

Why didn’t you write this the first time?  
Remember as you write your paper to 
produce evidence for all of these interesting 
choices:  how is climate change linked to 
global warming?  How can one light lower 
energy use?  How is energy consumption 
linked to global warming? 

 


